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What are your qualifications that make you a strong candidate for delegate? 

It has been a great honor and privilege to serve as the South Carolina delegate to NASP for the past three years. I 
have been involved with the South Carolina Association of School Psychologists for my entire career as a board 
member, executive director, and historian. I work as a school psychologist in a Midlands school district. These 
experiences have all gone into making me the representative to NASP who can speak for you and other 
professionals in our state as we look to the future. NASP is working to revise the standards that will govern our 
profession until 2030. I have been using my experience and my knowledge about the state of school psychology in 
South Carolina to consistently give feedback to the teams charged with rewriting these standards. I also have 
consistently communicated with each NASP member in our state about issues and services to school psychologists. 
Now that I am more familiar with the governing process of NASP, I can have an even greater impact during the 
next three years. 

As NASP Delegate, how do you see your role in working with your state association? What 
specific actions will you take to advance NASP strategic goals and advocate for issues that 
are specific to school psychologists within your state?  

As the South Carolina delegate to NASP, I see my role as working with the state leadership to communicate with 
them about resources that NASP can provide to support and facilitate South Carolina’s strategic involvement in 
furthering NASP’s goals in South Carolina. I attend SCASP conferences and board meetings and share with 
leadership and members ways in which we all can work to decrease shortages, increase mental and behavioral 
services in the schools, promote the NASP practice model, and strive toward social justice for all. I am a liaison with 
NASP concerning needs in South Carolina as identified by the SCASP board. I have supported SCASP in working 
with the State Department of Education and the legislature in the initiatives of re-writing the eligibility criteria for 
disabilities and improving school safety. NASP and SCASP have a strong supportive relationship and as the 
delegate to NASP, I will work to make it even stronger. 


